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SNAC ATTACK
Student Nutrition Access Center sees significant increase in student use

By Shanie Howard
NEWS SENIOR WRITER

In just one year, the number of students using

Student Nutrition Access Center (SNAC) ser-

vices at Utah State University has increased

tenfold, and the increase has created some new
challenges for the center.

SNAC is a student-run organization that col-

lects food donations to give to Utah State Uni-

versity students who are having a hard time
paying for food themselves.

“For a long time SNAC was kind of like a se-

cret. No one was coming,” said Hannah Nicker-

son, the student director of SNAC. “Now word
has really gotten out and so we have a ton of
traffic coming through the pantry.”

In 2015, the pantry averaged two to six stu-

dents per week, Nickerson said. This year SNAC
has had as many as 126 students use its services in a week.

Barbara Freeman, a committee member of

SNAC, attributes the increase in students to
events like the Hunger Banquet which high-

lighted SNAC’s activities during its September
meeting.

“We have people lining up before we open,

but we are almost wiped out after 20 minutes,”
Nickerson said.

Freeman expressed concern that not all of the

students were using SNAC services because

PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Though many more students are using SNAC than previously, its intended purpose is for students who have no other access to food.

“The purpose of a food pantry is to be a sort of

or not,” Nickerson said. “We don’t really ask

they needed the food.

safety net for people,” Nickerson said. “It’s real-

some food for right now and there are some

food.”

variety of foods SNAC can offer all students.

from the pantry is that as long as users can

been open, they might not have very much to

“I think there are some people who just want

students that definitely need it,” Freeman said.

Freeman said she has seen a lot of the same

students in every week. That’s not what SNAC
is for, Nickerson said.

ly not meant to be a person’s only source of
SNAC’s policy for allowing people to take food

show proof of being a student, they can have
food.

any financial questions.”

that it isn’t the top priority of the pantry.

“It’s different than a grocery store where you

The increase of students has also limited the

can pick whatever you would like,” Nickerson

“If someone comes at four, an hour after we’ve

comes in because we take what we can get.”

choose from,” Nickerson said.

Though Nickerson admits not having a lot of

said. “We don’t have any control about what

— shaniehoward214@gmail.com

“It’s not my place to know if people need food

different food options isn’t ideal, she has said

The club emphasizes feminism, which the

are here and care about reproductive health

said.

more,” Despain said.

er services for Students for Choice, such as fli-

Students for Choice club promotes
reproductive health
By Alison Berg
NEWS STAFF WRITER

The Students for Choice club is new to Utah

State University this semester. The club focuses

on reproductive health, reproductive rights,
social justice and the taboos surrounding sex.

“We want to focus on safe and consensual sex,

reproductive rights and getting to know your
body,” said Jasmine Despain, president of Students for Choice.

She said all students are invited to participate

regardless of sexuality, gender, race or lifestyle.
“We have people in our club who aren’t hav-

ing sex and that’s OK,” Despain said. “You don’t
have to be sexually active to have these important conversations.”

While the majority of club members are fe-

male, there are a significant number of men involved as well.

“I think it’s important for men to be just as

involved as women,” said Roy Oviatt, a junior
studying elementary education.

Oviatt was pleasantly surprised to find out the

club dealt with much more than he anticipated.

“I originally thought it was just a club to talk

about women’s issues, but it’s so much more
than that,” he said. “We talk about equality, social issues and sex education for everyone.”

Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines as “the be-

lief that men and women should have equal
rights and opportunities.”

“It’s about equality for all. It’s about under-

standing how the system of patriarchy harms

and reproductive rights and want to learn
Students for Choice is a national club support-

ed by Planned Parenthood.

Planned Parenthood supports Students For

In addition, Planned Parenthood provides oth-

ers and social media advertisements.

Some students feel Students for Choice pro-

vides the sex education they did not receive be-

not just women but men as well, in the sense

Choice by providing safe sex kits — bags in-

down those gender binaries and stereotypes in

to safe sex. Students for Choice passed out safe

we didn’t talk about sex. Even in high school

them at their first meeting.

rights,” Oviatt said.

that men can’t cry or show emotion. We break
Students For Choice,” said Desiree Chavez, a
junior studying psychology.

Another goal of Students for Choice is to break

down the taboos around sex education.

“We want to focus on the positive side of sex

ed and make it something that isn’t taboo,” Despain said. “We want everyone to feel comfortable talking about these important topics.

The club promotes a judgement-free, safe en-

vironment in which students can share their
raw thoughts and feelings.

“There’s no censorship here. Everyone says

what’s on their mind and they can feel and say
what they need without being judged,” Chavez
said.

Students for Choice advertised itself during

Day on the Quad in August and about 120 people signed up to be involved.

“To have that many people sign up was amaz-

ing. I’m really excited to see how many people

cluding condoms, lube and other items relating
sex kits during Day on the Quad and provided
“If you choose to have sex, we want to help

you be safe and choose the right path,” Despain

fore college.

“I grew up in a strict, religious family where

sex ed, we never talked about consent or social

— aligirl123@att.net
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USUSA BLOTTER
U TA H S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y S T U D E N T A S S O C I AT I O N

Notes from the USUSA meeting on Nov. 1.
Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in
the Senate Chambers located in the Taggart
Student Center, and are open to all students.
1. Nathan Cutler, a communication studies
major, is opening a chapter of the National
Society for Leadership and Success at USU.
It comes with many of the perks of an honors

society, but there is no GPA requirement.
2. There is no Nov. 22 meeting because of
Thanksgiving break
3. Aggie Voice auditions are on Nov. 8 from 6
p.m.-9p.m. in the TSC Sunburst Lounge. Open
auditions to all USU students, and winner will
receive a $500 prize.

4. Deans were receptive to ideas about no test
week presented by college senators. (Noelle
Cockett, USU’s new president, was said to support no test week). Deans were also reported
receptive to proposal to expand depth course
options.

the TSC auditorium from 12 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
GRC is worried about auditorium capacity of
290 being a problem and is asking students to
come early. The group invited other presidential candidates on the ballot to come to USU to
avoid appearing biased toward McMullin.

5. Government Relations Council is hosting
Evan McMullin at USU on Friday. McMullin
will speak and answer students’ questions in

6. The USU men’s soccer team made it to nationals, and further options for travel funding
will be discussed in the immediate future.

McMullin slams Trump as sexist
By Brady McCombs
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Independent presi-

dential candidate Evan McMullin said Wednes-

Ask the
President:
Election,
winter safety
and goats

day he won’t wither under attacks by white su-

premacists backing Donald Trump as his late

campaign surge pushes him closer to winning
Utah.

McMullin said at the University of Utah that

the rise of Republican Donald Trump this cam-

paign has illustrated a lingering problem in the
United States with bigotry, racism and misogyny.

“When we have a presidential candidate who

brags about grabbing women by their private

parts and brags about how he can get away
with it because he’s famous, we still have a

By Shanie Howard
SENIOR NEWS WRITER

2016 Presidential Election:
As election day draws closer, Utah State University Student Association President Ashley
Waddoups is spending more time looking over
which candidates she wants to vote for and
encourages students to do the same, especially
with local candidates.
“Local candidates are probably even more
important than our presidential candidates,”
Waddoups said. “I think it’s a shame that we
don’t educate ourselves on them more.”
As a person with some experience in politics,
Waddoups encourages students to take the
time to get to know who they are voting for.
“A lot of the time you just see politicians at
ribbon cuttings and shaking hands with someone in the newspaper, but you don’t realize
all the behind the scenes and all the voice
they have on stuff that really impacts you,”
Waddoups said. “I think we would be appalled
if we realized how little attention we give to
such big issues.”
New USU President:
Waddoups is confident that this transition
between university presidents — from Stan Albrecht to Noelle Cokett — will be an easy one.
“I think Noelle has the incredible background
at Utah State and that’s comforting because
I feel like we won’t see the jerky or awkward
transition that other people might have,” Waddoups said.
President Cockett is still adjusting to her new
position, but Waddoups expects to start meeting with her more next semester.
“Come January we will be starting an imminent dialogue,” Waddoups said.
Winter Safety:
As winter approaches Waddoups urges students to be careful and help keep campus safe
by reporting any issues on MyVoice.
Waddoups recognizes that when winter rolls
in more issues with student safety on campus
arise that sometimes the university will miss.
“There are a lot of things that sometimes the
university or facilities aren’t aware of because
of the size of the university,” Waddoups said.
“I think that students really need to make sure
they utilize the MyVoice program that is on
our USU portal.”
Waddoups is especially concerned about students who are learning how to drive in Logan
weather.
“Freshmen, if you are like me and from a
warm climate and don’t think that you should
try to drive for the first time in the snow on
your own… Find someone who is a local and
get them to teach you,” Waddoups said.
Student Questions:
Richard Poll, an international studies major
and the Statesman
student life editor, asked: What’s your spirit
animal?
“The animal that imminently came to my
mind is a goat,” Waddoups said, “Goats are so
quirky, so funny and a little weird. They love
food; they’re spunky.”
Submit your questions for next month’s Ask the
President column to shaniehoward214@gmail.
com.

problem with sexism,” McMullin told university
students. “When one of our major parties is of-

PHOTOS BY AP Photo Rick Bowmer
Independent presidential candidate Evan McMullin speaks during a University of Utah candidate forum, Wednesday, Nov. 2, 2016, in Salt
Lake City. McMullin answered questions at the forum, as he attempts to fend off a new wave of critiques from Republican Donald Trump’s
supporters who are trying to prevent McMullin from winning what has become a toss-up state.

fering up a leader who thinks that way and

in nearly a half century, polls show.

nationalist William Johnson on Wednesday

on the color of their skin or their faith... that

filiated newspaper this week running an edito-

“mean-spirited message” that included calling

McMullin has a chance to win enough conser-

Utah against him by a white nationalist Trump

speaks that way and who attacks people based
tells us something about where we are.”

vative votes in Utah to defeat Trump and be-

come the first non-Republican to win the state

At the event, he pointed to a Ku Klux Klan-af-

rial praising Trump, and a robo call placed in

canceled his robo call, apologizing for a
McMullin a “closet homosexual.”

supporter this week.

see “McMullin” PAGE 3

The Trump campaign denounced both. White

Miss. fire chief: Blaze at African-American
church was arson
est extent of the law,” he said.

campaigning for his party’s presidential nomi-

is “working with our local, state and federal

will be identified and brought to justice.”

State FBI spokesman Brett Car said the agency

By Bill Fuller
ASSOCIATED PRESS

GREENVILLE, Miss. (AP) — Somebody set the

fire that heavily damaged an African-American

church that was also spray-painted with the
phrase “Vote Trump,” and an $11,000 reward is

being offered for information leading to the
conviction of whoever did it, a Mississippi fire
chief said Wednesday.

The FBI has opened a civil rights investigation

law enforcement partners to determine if any

nee Donald Trump, said “we expect a suspect

“First, anyone who burns a place of worship

civil rights crimes were committed.”

will answer to almighty God for this crime

investigated as a possible hate crime. “At this

swer to man’s law,” Bryant’s statement said.

He did not comment on whether it was being

point, it is too early in the investigation to de-

termine what type of crime this could be,” he
said.

Gov. Phil Bryant, a Republican who has been

against people of faith. But they should also an-

U.S. Rep. Bennie Thompson, a Democrat

whose district includes Greenville, said the fire

and graffiti “harkens back to a much darker day
in Mississippi.”

of the Tuesday night fire at the 200-member

Hopewell Missionary Baptist Church, and
Greenville Mayor Errick Simmons called the
fire and graffiti a hate crime.

Officials announced the reward and the inves-

tigators’ conclusion that the fire was arson at

the church, Greenville Fire Chief Ruben Brown
Sr. said in a telephone interview with The Associated Press.

The church’s beige brick walls still stand, but

the pulpit and pews are burned black, and soot
stains the brick above and next to some win-

dows. Brown estimated that it was “80 percent
destroyed.”

“It definitely will have to be reconstructed

from front to back,” he said.

Simmons called the arson a “heinous, hateful,

cowardly act.”

“We consider it a hate crime ... because of the

political message which we believe was intended to interfere with worship and intimidate vot-

ers,” Simmons said. “This act is a direct assault
on people’s right to freely worship.”

The mayor said the FBI and the Mississippi

Bureau of Investigation are assisting the inves-

tigation in the Mississippi River city, where
about 78 percent of the 32,100 residents are
African-American.

Mississippi’s top elections official, Secretary of

State Delbert Hosemann, a Republican, said
people shouldn’t jump to the conclusion that

the church was vandalized for political reasons.

Initial reports suggest “this is not of a political
nature,” he told WDAM-TV.

The culprits should be prosecuted “to the fullsee “Fire” PAGE 3

PHOTOS BY AP Photo Rogelio V. Solis
ATF agents gather outside the fire-damaged Hopewell M.B. Baptist Church in Greenville, Miss., Wednesday, Nov. 2, 2016. “Vote Trump”
was spray-painted on an outside wall of the black member church. Fire Chief Ruben Brown tells The Associated Press that firefighters
found flames and smoke pouring from the sanctuary of the church just after 9 p.m. Tuesday.
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“he’s exactly what we need.”
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Other top Utah Republicans, including U.S.

McMullin called them “baseless” lies earlier

Rep. Mia Love, Sen. Mike Lee and Gov. Gary

a statement Wednesday in response to the

Utah’s mostly-Mormon voters have widely re-

this week. His spokeswoman Rina Shah said in

THURSDAY, NOV. 3, 2016

Arson investigators also were at the scene

“Fire” FROM PAGE 2
“The political message of the vandalism is ob-

Herbert have said they will not vote for Trump.

viously an attempt to sway public opinion re-

apology that the damage has already been

jected Trump’s brash demeanor and taken ex-

emailed statement. “I encourage all citizens not

Shah reasserted the campaign’s belief that

women, minorities and Muslims. Trump fin-

done since the robo calls ran since Monday.

Trump’s campaign was behind the “desperate

whisper campaign” and called on Trump to
apologize. Trump’s spokeswoman Hope Hicks
has said Trump had no knowledge of the robo
call and condemned the message.

“Not every Trump supporter is racist, but from

ception to the billionaire’s comments about

to be deterred by this cowardly act and exercise

The mayor said “we will not rest until the cul-

and will rebuild on the same site, said pastor

stronghold that hasn’t elected a non-GOP pres-

history.

idential candidate since 1964.

The Mississippi chapter of the NAACP released

was reminiscent of a dark period in the state’s
“During the historically black church’s 111-

McMullin, a Mormon and former CIA agent,

year history, Hopewell served as a meeting

in Utah would help launch a new conservative

movement,” the statement said. “It is important

people of all faiths and races than Trump’s Republican Party.

“The best thing we can do is stand up and

place for organizers during the civil rights
to remember this same violent action was taken

to intimidate and impede African-Americans
from voting in the 50’s and 60’s.”

Brown said water from the hoses and heat

rin Hatch, urged their fellow conservatives to

fight for people being attacked based on their

from the fire also damaged the church’s kitchen

ty to vote for McMullin. Hatch said Trump

said. “Let’s stand up and fight for equality.”

minutes, but it took an hour and a half to extin-

unite around Trump rather than leave the par-

“doesn’t take any crap from anybody,” and

Chief Delando Wilson said.

a statement Wednesday night saying the fire

McMullin despite Utah being a Republican

movement that is more inclusive and open to

of Utah’s top Republicans, including Sen. Or-

possibly talking to a person of interest,” Police

caucus and polls show he’s in a tight race with

cause,” Shah said in the statement.

His event at the university, in which he took

“We don’t have any suspect at time, but we are

garding the upcoming election,” he wrote in an

prit is found and fully prosecuted.”

tells voters around the state that a win for him

questions from students, came a day after some

cause remains under investigation.

your right to vote at the ballot box.”

ished a distant third in the March presidential

the alt-right to the Ku Klux Klan, every racist in
America has seemingly flocked to Trump’s

Wednesday collecting evidence. Brown said the

race, their religion, their gender,” McMullin

and the pastor’s study. It was put out within 12
guish hot spots, he said.

The congregation has existed for 111 years,

Carilyn Hudson.

“The act that has happened has left our hearts

broken but we are strong together,” Hudson

said. “We are not angry, but our hearts are broken.”

Bishop Clarence Green called the fire trou-

bling. He said that in his 21 years as bishop, the
church had never been vandalized.

“The last time someone was at the church was

Tuesday around 3,” Green said.

this Sunday, Green said: “We’ll have to work on
that.”
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STUDENT LIFE

MEET YOUR SENATOR

College of Education and Human Services: Teigan Beck
By Selina Ramsey
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

Teigan Beck lives for others. She is a compas-

sionate individual driven by her desire to serve

those around her. She currently serves as the

College of Education and Human Services

(CEHS) senator at Utah State University. Her

passion for service and love of life is evident in

everything she does.

Senator Beck is from Pocatello, Idaho and is a

fourth generation Aggie. She loves all things DC

Comics and is always game for a Netflix binge of

“The Flash.”

Although it pains her to admit, her patronus is

the mighty salmon. According to the Chinese Zo-

diac, she was born in the year of the monkey.

She recently celebrated her Oct. 9 birthday with

an annual meal of steak, mashed potatoes and

green beans.

Service has always been a goal for Beck.

“When I was little, I really wanted to be a fire-

fighter,” Beck said. “They just get to help people

every day, and I loved that.”

Although her dream job has changed since

then, Beck’s professional future will still involve

helping others.

Beck is a senior majoring in communicative dis-

PHOTO BY Ethan Babcock
Senator Teigan Beck is a fourth generation Aggie and a communicative disorders major.

orders. She wants to go on to graduate school to

study speech pathology. Her new dream is to be-

come a speech therapist and help children and

success, leadership and service,” she said. “I feel

within the college is focused, essentially, on giv-

Beck’s advice to all Aggies is to think outward.

cation. Specifically, she hopes to pursue human-

during their college careers, serve others and do

said. “Once we (CEHS students) graduate, we

dreams. You never know what you might find

to help Hispanic and Latino individuals learn

futures.”

adults through education, psychological services

you’re focused on others,” she said.

adults who struggle with speech and communi-

it’s important for all students to get involved

itarian work and use her Spanish speaking skills

well in school so that they can have awesome

English.

Beck feels it is an honor to hold her position.

Through her passion for service, Beck was in-

She loves serving USU students and helping

“It’s my goal this year to strengthen student

“CEHS is so amazing because each program

spired to run for CEHS senator.

them find joy in learning to serve others as well.

ing some kind of service to other people,” she
will devote ourselves to serve either children or
or health care. It’s such a fun college to be a part
of because there’s a lot of diversity in what the
students study but we’re all learning to help others.”

“Look outside of yourself as you pursue your

that will help you reach those dreams when

— selinatramsey@aggiemail.usu.edu
@selinaramz

Hunstman Scholars take on Europe
By Isabel Forinash
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

were expected to work on five to six different

Not only did the trip allow the students to exe-

projects, many of which included collecting data

cute legitimate marketing strategies with busi-

During the month of October, 23 junior stu-

gration crisis and figuring out how to introduce

neurs, it also placed them in a scene that fostered

scholars program at Utah State University trav-

A lot of the projects allowed the scholars to sit

for demographic research, debating the immi-

dents and two professors of the Huntsman

American products to a European market.

eled to six different countries in Europe to prac-

nesses and negotiate with successful entrepre-

ar studying engineering and finance, said get-

ting that cultural exposure was just as important
as the business aspect of the trip.

“The French think very differently from the

different levels of cultural exposure.

Americans, and the Germans have a whole dif-

down with startup businesses and talk with

them to interview the local people on their views

how the different cultures interacted,” he said.

businesses and experience new cultures.

within their business and the things that could

inequality, healthcare and immigration.

Scotland, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany and

man scholar studying accounting.

tice leadership techniques with international

them about the things that were going well

The group of scholars traveled to England,

use improvement, said Emilee Fielding, a Hunts-

France, where they visited governmental organi-

“This is what I love about Huntsman scholars,”

Several of the scholars’ assignments required

of hot-button political and economic issues like

Fielding said these interviews often led to inter-

esting conversations.

“My experience in Europe would not have been

zations and businesses, met with en-

trepreneurs and toured historical

landmarks.

Associate director of the Huntsman

scholars program John Ferguson said

a main part of the trip was to expose

the students to a variety of different

global approaches and uses in busi-

ness.

“Business skill sets can be applied to do all sorts

This is what I love about Huntsman scholars, rather
than hearing a lecture about doing business in France
in a classroom, we had the opportunity to converse
with real entrepreneurs in France and discuss real
business issues.
— Emilee Fielding, a Huntsman scholar

The close interactions between the scholars

w

o
and the local people, paired with the business

endeavors, taught the students to appreciate
s
even the simplest of cultural differences.
l
Peters said everything, from eating the Belgian
l
waffles and the French crepes, to tasting escart
got for the first time, was a different and valua
able experience.

“It felt good to get out of my comfort zone and
g
really immerse myself in the culture and I think
h
all of the students came away feeling a little
t
more European than we had in the past four
i
weeks,” he said.
Upon arriving back in the United States, the

she said. “Rather than hearing a lecture about

the same if I hadn’t gone out and talked to the

Huntsman scholars will apply their experiences

the opportunity to converse with real entrepre-

terviews I had with people helped me under-

where they have been and still are expected to

of things,” he said. “It doesn’t just have to be

doing business in France in a classroom, we had

During their time spent in Europe, the scholars

neurs in France and discuss real business is-

working in a cubicle somewhere.”

ferent view from us as well, so it was cool to see

sues.”

local people,” Fielding said, “the trip and the instand our cultural differences in a new way.”

Michael Scott Peters, another Huntsman schol-

and learning to group projects and presentations

see “Scholars” PAGE 5

@maikeru9390
To the girl sobbing in the library tonight:
You don’t deserved to be yelled at and you’re loved not just by me but by all of
Utah State.

@sthmrrll
Man, I haven’t been in the TSC in awhile. Crazy how grilled cheese sandwiches
in The Hub are $17 now

@the_goodwin
If all of the USU students charging “$80, obo” for their howl tickets on Facebook
applied to the business program we’d be killing it ya’ll

@leaheliza9
Noelle Cockett is the new pres of USU. When I first met her, I thought her last
name was Crocket and called her by that for a hot minute smh
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PHOTOGRAPHER

SPOTLIGHT

I took this photo of Window Arch at the City of Rocks National Reserve in July. I like it because of the way the sky
is captured and the exposure. It is often hard to photograph the sky and subject with good exposure, but the
weather was perfect for it.
— Abby Shemkunas, Statesman Photographer
“Scholars” FROM PAGE 4

cific person that they look for, but every year

work together as a team, despite their different

students to learn to appreciate the differences

Shannon Peterson, director of the Huntsman

es and still be able to deliver high quality proj-

opinions and leadership styles.

scholars program, and Ferguson both delegate a

lot of responsibility to the students to practice

they look for what will make the best group.”

Often referred to as “the family,” the scholars

that every trip is different because the students
are always different.

Peterson said overall the trip to Europe, apart

amongst one another, cope with those differenc-

— professors and students alike — created an

from the whole program, is specifically meant to

ects.

as a result of their trip to Europe.

ing of how the world works.

“Developing empathy and understanding for

intense and prized connection with one another
“You don’t have a lot of opportunities to see

help the students come to their own understand“The significance of this trip is that it helps the

leadership, Peterson said, because they believe

other people is one thing that has to be devel-

and help students grow and realize things about

students recognize that there are a lot of ways

actually do it.

will isolate themselves,” Peterson said.

son said, “that moment of self-actualization and

you hadn’t really thought about before,” she

there is no better way to learn leadership than to

“Dr. Shannon Peterson and Professor John Fer-

oped during the semester because if not, they
Peters said his assumptions had really been

guson are two amazing faculty members that

challenged this semester because of the variety

think critically and be open to seeing the world

personalities.

have pushed me to challenge my assumptions,

in new ways,” Fielding said.

Peterson and Ferguson also both pressure the

of different business majors, backgrounds and

“One thing that they tell you is that there is no

one Huntsman scholar,” he said, “there is no spe-

themselves that they didn’t know before,” Fergu-

being a part of that process with students is
transformative for the students and so it’s transformative for us as well.”

Peterson, having been a part of the program for

nine years, and Professor Ferguson, having been

a part of the program for four years, both agree

that you can make a difference in the world that
said, “and now we honestly know these students

on a personal and academic level, probably better than they know themselves.”

—isabel.forinash@aggiemail.usu.edu
@imforinash

Friends of the Merrill-Cazier Library Lecture Series

AGGIES in the
GREAT WAR
two authors present their book
NO

PEACE DAWN
WITH THE

E.B. Wheeler

a novel of the great war

Jeffery Bateman

November 3, 7 pm
Library 101
PHOTO COURTESY OF JOHN FURGESON
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The rough road ahead
Last-place Aggies to face conference’s new top dog in Laramie
By Taylor Emerson
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

PHOTO COURTESY OF Wyoming Athletics

Last week it was the nation’s top runner, Donnel Pumphrey, leading the way in San Diego State’s 400-yard
rushing outburst. The Aztecs cruised to a 40-13 victory,
leaving the Aggies to lick their wounds just one week
away from a similar challenge, this time against the third
man on the nation’s rushing leaderboard — Wyoming’s
Brian Hill.
“Brian is a slasher,” said USU head coach Matt Wells.
“He’s a one-cut guy and he’ll run through an arm tackle.
He’s got really good speed, too. Our defense has a major
challenge Saturday.”
Coming into Saturday’s matchup, Hill is averaging 144.5
yards per game on the ground and already has 1,156
yards and 11 touchdowns on the season. The junior Cowboy’s career year has seen an uptick in his already impressive yards per carry average to 5.7.
Utah State's defense was holding opponents to 151
rushing yards per game before the Aztecs came to town,
but Pumphrey’s 223-yard pummeling dropped the Aggies
to the seventh-ranked rushing defense in the Mountain
West.
Wells expressed disappointment with the Aggies' failure
to match up physically with San Diego State on either
side of the ball. In the contest, Wells’ defenders were continually caught lining up in the wrong spots, failed to fill
the proper gaps and failed to wrap up on first contact.
"It's just little things, little details against a team like
that and a running back like that [who] will gash you if
you don't do exactly what the defense asks you to do,"
said USU linebacker Brock Carmen.
Ultimately, the Cowboys have been able to do two things
the Aggies seemingly cannot — run the ball effectively,
and win close games down the stretch. Wyoming is 4-1
this season in games decided by nine points or fewer,
while USU is 0-3 when the outcome is decided by 11
points or less.
“You’ve got to get to that point of when the game is in
the balance and it’s getting decided that we make a few
more plays than they do, and until you do that, you’re
going to struggle…” Wells said. “That’s where we’re at
right now, so the tape says who we are. We’re not hiding
from it, but I want that feeling back of winning and making those plays as bad as anybody. Talent only takes you
so far.”
Continuing the season storyline, Utah State’s offense
has struggled mightily. In 24 red zone tries this season,
Utah State has only found paydirt 14 times.
“I’m confident we can move it,” Wells said, “but can we
finish it? Can we make plays on third down? Can we finish drives for touchdowns? We didn’t make any plays on
third down against San Diego State.”
For what glimmer of hope is left on the season, the 2011
campaign can prove to be benchmark. The then 2-5 Aggies won their final five games to end up with a bid to the
Famous Idaho Potato Bowl.
The Aggies haven’t missed out on a bowl game since,
but if they are unable to win three out of their four final
games, that streak will end.
Kickoff in Laramie is scheduled for 8:15 p.m., and the
game will be televised on ESPN2.
— Emerson.taylor411@gmail.com

PHOTOS BY Wyoming Athletics, Matt Halton
Utah State faces another star running back this weekend, as Brian Hill will provide a solid test for the Aggies’ rush defense. Offensively, USU should enjoy the return of its own star running back Devante Mays, seen in action against SDSU after missing three games with a knee injury..
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Aggie soccer on to second round
Utah State takes down Wyoming 2-1, will face top-seeded UNLV in conference semis

PHOTO BY Utah State Athletics

By Sean Coghlan
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

After a regular season that saw an Aggie
fourth place finish, the Utah State women’s
soccer team won their first Mountain West
Conference Tournament against Wyoming,
played at San Diego State University. The
Aggies defeated the Cowgirls 2-1, with both
goals coming in the first half by Utah State.
Early in the match, Utah State had no trouble securing the ball. Constantly pressing the
Wyoming defensive backs, the Aggies found
several scoring opportunities in the first half,
but had some trouble converting. It wasn’t until the 24th minute that the Aggies were able
to get on the board. Earning a corner kick,
Utah State sent senior forward Jessica Brooksby to take the kick. Brooksby sent it high into
the box, where it seemed to simultaneously
bounce off a Wyoming defender and off of the
foot of senior midfielder Lauren Harmon.
The Aggie women’s soccer team defeated the
Wyoming Cowgirls 2-1 to open up the Mountain West Championship.
After a few minutes of confusion to determine who was responsible, the goal was
credited to Lauren Harmon. Senior forward
Jessica Brooksby set the single season record
for assists (10), as well as tying the all-time
Utah State record (17).
For junior forward Wesley Hamblin, it was a

game of determination. Making several oneon-one situations past the defenders, Hamblin
made her appoint of attack clear: score from
the right post. She continuously sent shots
from the right post, before becoming successful in the 40th minute. Hamblin scored an
unassisted goal, her eighth of the season.
The lone Wyoming goal came in the 88th
minute, when the Cowgirls connected on a
ball that made its way through several cleats.
Although Wyoming was able to score at the
end of the game, it was too little too late. The
Aggies would hold the lead through the final
minute, ending the match by outshooting the
Cowgirls by a total of 19-9.
The Aggies had seven shots-on-goal, the
Cowgirls only having two. With those two
shots-on-goal, Utah State sophomore goalkeeper Grace McGuire only notched one save
during the match.
Moving on to the next round, the Aggies are
slated to play top-seed University of Nevada
Las Vegas. Two weeks previous, Utah State
lost to UNLV when they visited the Rebels.
It was an over-time loss that sent the Aggies
home with a poor taste. The Aggies will look
to upset the first-ranked team when they meet
in San Diego, Thursday at 4 p.m. The game
will be streamed online on the Mountain West
Network.
— sdcoghlan@yahoo.com

PHOTO BY Utah State Athletics

USU Hockey’s Jon Eccles earns 200th win
seconds to go up 4-2. BYU pulled one back
less than a minute later but a late goal by
Chris Cutshall, who had one goal and two
assists on the day, sealed the deal for Utah
State.
Alex Herman said third period play is one of
the team’s strengths.
“We’ve always been a third period team,
even last year,” Herman said. “No matter
what happens in the game our best period’s
always going to be the third period no matter
what game it is.”

PHOTO BY Abby Shemkunas
Utah State hockey took down BYU 5-3 over the weekend for head coach Jon Eccles’ 200th win.

By Jason Walker
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

Utah State’s 5-3 win over rival BYU was
enough to earn head coach Jon Eccles a
landmark victory.
“I was hoping that it would have been
against Utah,” Eccles said with a smile on his
face, recalling the Aggies 5-2 against the Utes
two weeks ago.
In past seasons the Aggies have dominated
BYU in games, often winning by double-digit
goals. This game, however, proved to be
much more difficult than expected. The
n Aggies inserted their will for most of the
. game, but they couldn’t capitalize on a 48-25

shot advantage as well as coach Eccles would
have liked.
“Happy for the win, got our first home win,”
Eccles said. “But I don’t think they [could]
hang with us as well as they did had we
played like we’ve played [other opponents].”
Aggie forward Alex Herman, who had two
goals on the night, called this game a “gut
check,” and said he felt Utah State played
just good enough to get the win and that
there was certainly room for improvement.
Despite playing down to BYU’s level for the
first two periods, Utah State rolled up their
sleeves and got to work late in the third
period. Four minutes after a game-tying goal
by BYU with just over 11 minutes to play, the
Aggies put two goals on the board within 20

The Aggies will play at home next on Friday
Nov. 4 against Weber State at 7 p.m. at the
George S. Eccles Ice Center.
— jasonwalker@aggiemail.usu.edu
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OPINION

Why I Hate Board Games
If you hate board games, you’re not alone.

By Dr. Vivian Gates
STUDENT LIFE INTERN

My name is Vivian Gates. And I’m a board game hater.

— Dr. Gates is a three-time World Pumpkin Carving Champion.

She is also the faith and religion reporter.
@viviangates29
viviangates29@gmail.com

		

Hate’s a strong word. Do I dare use it in this context?
Yes.

Admitting you hate board games in the family-friendly land of

Utah is like telling a group of millennials that you’ve never read

the “Harry Potter” series — but worse. Tell them you didn’t make it

through the first three chapters of “The Sorcerer’s Stone,” and you’ll

hear crickets as they roll their eyes at the “uncultured swine” in their
midst.

But tell them you hate board games, and they’ll string you up by

your ankles and feed you to the wolves.

If you aren’t well-versed in J.K. Rowling’s best-selling story, then

you’re just naive and uncouth, at worst. But if you hate board
games, you have no soul.

I’d like to start a movement. Become a “board game haters” activ-

ist. Create a Board Game Haters Alliance Club on campus. Create a
twelve-step program if I have to.

If hearing the words, “your turn” gives you hives, if you feel like

a wallflower every time your roommates host a game night, if you

would rather stab your eyes out with dice before you play a round of
Yahtzee — there is hope.

Don’t mistake me for resenting not only games, but those persons

who play said games. This is false. Many of my loved ones would

happily jump on the opportunity to play a cozy game of Monopoly
on Sunday evening. Many of them would be content to spend 15

minutes in the game aisle of Target, leisurely sifting through stacks

of brightly colored boxes and decks for the perfect treasure. I think
nothing less of these people. In fact, quite the opposite. I wish I
possessed their cheerful, healthy appetite for games.

Maybe it’s an issue of impatience, perfectionism or pride (I’m will-

ing to admit I am subject to all of these flaws). But I hate games.

The mundane, counter-clockwise taking of turns. The dice that

wind up halfway across the room every time you roll. The game

piece that everyone fights over for some absurd reason that is com-

pletely beyond me. The winning based on chance, rather than merit.
The winning based on merit — which is equally as disheartening
when you lose.

Oh, and the losing. Don’t even get me started.

But back to the point, if any of you game-haters are reading this,

I beg you to internalize what I’m about to tell you. We can beat

the cycle of social shame if we but speak our minds. Don’t want to
go to game night? You go. Bring dinosaur tattoos instead. You’d

rather die than play a round of dominoes with your in-laws? Excuse
yourself to the kitchen, and make cookies. They’ll forget they even
thought about engaging in such a heinous social activity.

We can be the change. We’re going to make the peeps at Hasbro

wish they were dead.

Debate this: War on Drugs
Many Americans look only at the line “secure

Blessings of Liberty to ourselves” when regarding the use of drugs and alcohol. The phrase

is often said that “I am only hurting myself” or

“these drugs are non-violent”. The truth is that

most illegal drugs erase the memory of the user
at the moment of intoxication. Whether they

do harm to others or only themselves really is

one in the same. “We the People...promote the
general Welfare”.

We should care about the health of the citi-

zens of our country. Most drug use is promoted
by peer pressure, history of abuse, or mental

disorders. All of which should be looked at as

Republicans

important issues and not to be solved by one

recreationally often have a hard time putting a

then the children develop an attitude of “oh my

lieve them from such pains. Now this will bring

male drug user gets pregnant and keeps putting

insure domestic Tranquility.”

putting harmful chemicals in their bodies to reone to argue that some drugs, mainly marijuana, should be used for medicinal purposes. If

proper medical studies are taken and a drug is

found to be beneficial by prescription only then
let it be prescribed. Most prescription drugs
are harmful if misused by the guidelines set

forth. This does not however prevent the said

drugs from being abused but it does decline the
recreational use of them.

“We the People...secure the Blessings of Lib-

erty to…. our Posterity.” Those who use drugs

Democrats
In 1971, President Richard Nixon declared

a “War on Drugs” in the United States, which

down, making it more readily available.

The drug war has had an especially devas-

would guide the country’s drug policy and

tating effect for minority communities. While

through the presidencies of Reagan and Clin-

country’s population, they make up 31% of

enforcement for decades to come. Continued

ton, millions of non-violent criminal offenders
have been put in prison in the past 40 years.

While the rate of violent crime, burglary, and

theft have declined over the past decades, our
prisons remain overcrowded with people con-

victed of drug offenses. It is safe to say that the
“war on drugs” has been a total and complete
failure.

The United States leads the world when it

comes to incarceration rates, and it is not close.
While the U.S. makes up just 5% of the world’s

African-Americans comprise just 13% of the

those arrested for drug-related offenses, and

40% of those who are in prison for drug law violations. This is in spite of the fact that rates of
illegal drug consumption and sales are roughly

equal between ethnicities. These laws have torn
families apart, and put millions of non-violent

drug offenders behind bars. African Americans

and Latinos are far more likely to be put in jail
for these offenses, as a result of these erroneous policies.

This country needs to change the way it

total population, it also has 25% of its people

looks at these problems. Instead of seeing drug

of the war on drugs. With minimum sentenc-

health issue. This is why the decriminalization

who are prison. This is in large part a result

ing requirements, prisons that are for-profit,
and misguided laws, there is a viscous cycle

of imprisoning people in the United States. As
a way for politicians to get elected, they have

made campaign promises with slogans such as

“cleaning up our streets” and “just saying no to
drugs.” Not only were these promises misguid-

ed, the policies resulting from them have failed
horrendously. The effort to reduce illegal drug

sales and consumption completely fell flat. Not

only have consumption and purity of these substances gone up, black market prices have gone

use a criminal issue, it should be seen as a

of drugs would be an excellent start in the

effort to decrease the rate of imprisonment, as
well as help people with their drug problems.

People who have addictions should be able to

get the help they need, without the fear of be-

ing punished. The U.S. must acknowledge that
the drug war is a failure, and move on. If we
really want to decrease the use of dangerous
drugs, we should allow people to help themselves and not split up families.

— Sam Jackson is the VP of the USU College

Democrats.

halt to their usage. In the situations where a fe-

those poisons into her body she is now harming

parents do it why can’t I?” “We the people...

Legalization of harmful drugs is unconstitu-

her unborn child which will then cause birth

tional. We must protect the values on which

to her posterity. A very common disability is

to stop drug use? No. Will we be able to solve

defects taking away the full blessings of liberty
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Even though Alcohol
consumption is legal, it is extremely harmful
in all situations and should be looked at as a

pattern for what legalizing other harmful drugs
would bring. Drug use alters one’s mind in a

sense that could harm the future of their chil-

dren. If drug use persists while they are parents

our Nation was founded. Will we ever be able
all problems? No. Does the criminalization of

drugs cause people to riot? Yes. But does that

mean we shouldn’t fight to protect the general

public from this monstrosity? No. We the People should be a drug free nation.

— Colton Brown is a Republican. He is study-

ing journalism. He enjoys writing and sports.

Libertarians
The War on Drugs is a government spon-

sored conflict that has been raging for nearly

five decades, costing approximately $51 billion
annually, and incarcerating over one million

nonviolent American citizens every year. One
would think that with so much spending, the
Drug War is slowly but surely being won.

Sadly, nothing could be further from the truth.

Despite allocating a substantial amount of taxpayer dollars to combat drug use, little impact

has been made on the illegal drug trade in the
United States. In fact, as drug war spending

has steadily increased over the years, the drug
addiction rate has remained constant.

Some will argue that even though the cost

is great, we have a “moral imperative” to fight
drugs in our communities. Whether you agree
with this sentiment or not, this strategy of

incarcerating non-violent drug offenders is

extremely ineffective. The United States has
an average recidivism rate of around 60%.

This means that 60% of the individuals who

are incarcerated on drug related offenses will

return to correctional facilities within three to

five years of release. This means that of the $51
billion spent on drug enforcement and incar-

ceration, over $30 billion is wasted on hunting
down and locking up individuals who will
simply end up back in the system.

Putting aside the terrible return investment,

the toll on human capital is devastating. These

Nonviolent offenders are thrown into over-

crowded jails, given little to no addiction treatment, and are expected to be “rehabilitated”

after an arbitrary amount of time. These men
and women lose jobs, families, and opportu-

nities that cannot be retrieved— often leaving
no other path to take but the one that landed

them in jail in the first place. At the very least,

these drugs need to be decriminalized in order
to slow this vicious cycle of wasteful spending
and re-offense.

If the failure of the ‘War on Drugs’ has taught

us one thing, it is that the demand for drugs
will remain constant regardless of govern-

ment prohibition— a lesson I thought we had

already learned after the prohibition of alcohol.
But, nearly one hundred years later, we are

making the same mistakes. If we want to keep

this $1 trillion failure from growing any larger,
it is time to swallow our pride, bury our fear,

and make some changes to drug policy. Slowly
legalizing key indicator drugs will result in

lower prison populations, less violence, and

the reallocation of resources towards properly
treating addicts in place of locking them up.

The fears we have concerning drug policy will

slowly disappear with the expansion of personal liberty, not the restriction of it.

— Ian Nemelka is a senior majoring in po-

litical science. He is the President of Aggies for
Liberty.
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Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain?
Get a pain-relieving brace at little or NO
.cost to you. Medicare Patients Call Health
Hotline Now! 1- 800-914-8849.

DISH Network - NEW FLEX PACK- Select
the Channels You Want. FREE Installation.
FREE Streaming. $39.99/24 months. ADD
Internet for $14.95 a month. CALL 1-800611-1081.
Life Alert. 24/7. One press of a button sends
help FAST! Medical, Fire, Burglar. Even if you
can’t reach a phone! FREE Brochure. CALL
800-831-5787
ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered tothe-door Omaha Steaks! SAVE 75% PLUS
get 4 FREE Omaha Steaks Burgers Order
The Family Gourmet Buffet - ONLY $49.99.
1-800-314-2312 mention offer 46191MKB
or www.OmahaSteaks.com/fire66.
Safe Step Walk-In Tub Alert for Seniors.
Bathroom falls can be fatal. Approved by
Arthritis Foundation. Therapeutic Jets.
Less Than 4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip Floors. American Made. Installation
Included. Call 800-682-1403 for $750 Off.
Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid operators,
just real people like you. Browse greetings,
exchange messages and connect live. Try it
free. Call now: 800-359-2796.

SERVICES OFFERED

Help Wanted
Quality Transportation is hiring CDL-A
Drivers. Locations in Nevada. MUST BE
WILLING TO RELOCATE. Call 775-6352443 or www.qtinv.net for application.
Drive with Uber. No experience is required,
but you’ll need a Smartphone. It’s fun and
easy. For more information, call: 1-800939-8254.

CACHE VALLEY’S ONLY 24/7
MASSAGE SPA. If you like massages
you’ll LOVE us! Take a break from back
pain, sports injury, lack of sleep or stress.
25+ massage stations. Staffed Mon-Sat
10am-8pm. Walk-ins welcomed. $59.95
per month membership gives you
UNLIMITED SESSIONS. First visit always
FREE. USU Discounts. PositiveVybz.com.
550 E 1400 N Suite X&Y, Logan, UT. Call
us at (435) 535-3565.
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opinion manager
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FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
STATESMAN@USU.EDU
435.797.1775
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Elise Wilding
Megan McNulty
Miranda Lorenc

student life

Creative, musical, nurturing teacher wishes to
adopt a baby into her loving & secure home.
Expenses Paid. Call Lillian 1-888-861-8427 or
www.liliadopts.com

Xarelto users have you had complications
due to internal bleeding (after January
2012)? If so, you MAY be due financial
compensation. If you don’t have an attorney, CALL Injuryfone today! 1-800-281t 4236.

———

———

Richard Poll

Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the
humane thing. Donate it to the Humane
Society. Call 1- 800-849-1593.

Chronic Pain? Back or joint pain, arthritis?
Recent Medicare/health coverage changes
may benefit you! Products are little to NO
COST, if qualified. FREE Shipping. Accredited Pain Specialists. CALL 1- 800-7417579.

Mark Bell

news manager

Miscellaneous
Spectrum Triple Play TV, Internet & Voice
for $29.99 ea. 60 MB per second speed
No contract or commitment. We buy your
existing contract up to $500! 1-800-6083361.

Health & Nutrition
Lung Cancer? 60 or Older? If So, You and
Your Family may Be Entitled To A Significant Cash Award. Call 800-778-4167 To
Learn More. No Risk, No Money Out of
Pocket.

Melanie
Fenstermaker

design managers

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

Follow us on:
@UtahStatesman
/UtahStatesman
@UtahStatesman

DOING WHAT WE SAY SINCE 1935.

SEE FOR YOURSELF.

SIGN-ON BONUSES — UP TO $7,500 —
AVAILABLE IN YOUR AREA!
Opportunities available in this division

VAN TRUCKLOAD | DEDICATED

Team and Solo | Regional and Over-the-Road
COMPANY DRIVER BENEFITS
$6,000 tuition reimbursement | Paid orientation and ongoing training
Medical, dental and vision insurance and 401(k) plan
schneiderjobs.com
schneiderowneroperators.com
800-44-PRIDE | 800-28-LEASE
Ju Rea Us He
st l C Pr lp
Sp ha ov
ar ng ide
e e
Ch N
an ot
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Automotive
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT TO
HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All
Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800360-4120.

Building Material
METAL ROOF/WALL Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill prices for
sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You get
the savings. 17 Colors prime material, cut
to your exact length. CO Building Systems
1-800-COBLDGS.

Theodore Butts
Kelsey Schwanke

———

CLASSIFIED ADS

Paying too much for SR-22 or similar highrisk car insurance? Call NOW to see how
we could save you money TODAY 1-800410-0130.
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MISSION STATEMENT

Please Help Us
This Thanksgiving!
You can give a delicious Thanksgiving
dinner to a Hungry and Homeless
person for Only $1.98!
Salt Lake City Mission a trusted service provider for over
22 years will serve delicious ham or turkey and dressing,
mashed potatoes with gravy, vegetables, roll, big piece
of pie and drink. Your gift will also provide help, clean
clothes, hygiene kits, life skills, education, assistance
counseling and so much more to the needy. This year we
expect to serve over 50,000 meals this Holiday Season!

o$19.80 provides 10 delicious Christmas dinners
o$27.72 provides 14 delicious Christmas dinners
A good meal is often the first step to a new life! o$55.44 provides 28 delicious Christmas dinners
o$108.90 provides 55 delicious Christmas dinners
You will receive a tax-deductible receipt.
o$198.00 provides 100 delicious Christmas dinners
Please mail your gift today!
o$542.52 provides 274 delicious Christmas dinners
Salt Lake City Mission
o$1,083.06 provides 547 delicious Christmas dinners
PO Box 142, SLC, UT 84110-0142
o$5,000 or my best gift of Other $_________________
Donate By Phone 801-355-6310 oPlease bill my credit card monthly for the above amount
“Providing real change not just spare change since 1993”
Name_____________________________________
Costs are approximate, include operation
Address____________________________________
expenses and may be used for programs to
City/State/Zip______________________________
help the homeless throughout the year.
If Credit Card, #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
We never sell your name.
Exp. Date: _______ Signed:______________________
Not Affiliated with The Rescue Mission of Salt Lake Donate Online: www.saltlakecitymission.org
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CALENDAR | NOVEMBER 3-7
A
AD
DD
D Y O UR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3
Utah Plein Air 2016
Exhibition

General Theater Auditions

Semester of Service Abroad The Drowsy Chaperone

Brigham City Museum

Black Box Theatre
Free, 6:45 p.m.

Pizza Pie Cafe

Mountain Crest High School

Antics
Show

Free, 11 a.m.

Free, 6 p.m.

$5-$7, 7 p.m.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4
Logan Holiday Gift Show

Wind Orchestra

Art and Quilt Show

Riverwoods Conference Center

Morgan Theatre

Hyrum City Museum

$2, 10 a.m.

Free, 7:30 p.m.

Improv

Comedy

Free, 8 p.m.

The Dansante

Music Therapy Muses
Concert

$6, 8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Home Buyer Education

Artists Reception

Here’s Brother Brigham

Logan City Library

Brigham City Museum

The Utah Theatre

Free, 10 a.m.

Free, 4 p.m.

$8-$15, 7 p.m.

Caine Performance Hall

Logan Holiday Gift Show

Nashville Tribute Band

Let’s Murder Marsha

USU Volleyball vs. Air Force

Morgan Theatre, Chase Fine Arts
Center

Heritage Theatre

Wayne Estes Center

$18, 8 p.m.

$10-$12, 7:30 p.m.

$1-$5, 7 p.m.

Free, 7:30 p.m.

Riverwoods Conference Center
$2, 10 a.m.

• Sell ads
• Run events
• Travel to conferences
• Network with professionals
& MUCH MORE!

Visit TSC 311 or email
marketing.ar@usu.edu
to learn more

Marketing Interns Needed!

